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Abstract The interest to the concept of the Internet of Things is growing rapidly in the scenario of wireless telecommunications. The main
idea behind this concept is the usage of the Internet as a common platform for connection of billions of Things around us. The main missing
attribute in the Internet of Things concept is still the lack of interaction techniques with or between these Things. Hence, the Internet of
Conversational Things makes this concept to happen and brings to the idea of direct interaction with all these devices. In this paper, we will
describe and analyse the techniques of Internet of Conversational Things concept by examining the state-of-the-art approaches. At the end,
we will come up with the new concept of Internet of Speech that will provide more connectivity between Things.
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INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the general concept that
allows Things (devices) to be controlled or interconnected
remotely through the existing networking systems [1], [2]. In
IoT, “Things” term can include a wide variety of devices that
are using built-in sensors, monitoring devices, conversational
agents, etc. Diversity of devices is conditioned by various
domains that IoT is covering, such as healthcare [3],
transportation [4], automation [5], etc. Whatever the domain,
it is obvious that IoT use cases could broaden to nearly every
aspect of our lives. In that scenario, as the IoT continues to
develop more and more, the potential is estimated by the
combination of existing interactive techniques, such as
conversational agents. This idea brings to the general concept
of Internet of Conversational Things (IoCT) where all
components of the general system can interact with each other
through the Internet in a real time manner.
In the world of IoCT, several research works focus on the
direct interaction with Things (Humans-to-Things), receiving
the information from the physical world (Things-to-Humans)
and automation of tasks without human interaction (ThingstoThings). Based on these concepts, interactive Things can
create a valuable environment for interaction with users and
define the communicative interface with the entire world.
• Humans-to-Things or Things-to-Humans:
The interfaces and techniques of interaction between Humans
and Things are very crucial for IoCT development. For
gesture-based interaction, recent research focuses on using
the well-known wireless network signals, such as WiFi,
Bluetooth, etc. The other direction for direct interaction with
Things is Body Area Network (BAN) usage, which can extend
the operation of the infrastructure network near to the user
body
[6].
• Things-to-Things:
This type of interaction refers to the exchange of information
and action between Things without Humans assistance. One
of the famous applications for such interaction is remote
monitoring [7]. This system includes the information

obtained through the sensors, Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID), communication channels and software for decisionmaking. Right now, the Things-to-Things interaction is very
task specific, and the future of IoCT is going in the direction
of making standardized platform for all types of
interconnections.
There are still many open issues in this research direction
that limit the full exploitation of IoCT. Some of these
challenges are very important for further development
ofIoCT. Though, before going forward to solve the
confidentiality issues (e.g., security, privacy) or Big Data
issues (e.g., storage management), there is still a real issue of
creating a fully learning environments with the possibility of
real time ThingsHumans-Things interactions. In this context,
the learning environment should enable Things to understand
the meaning and context of the messages coming from the
Humans.
In this paper, we will discuss the techniques and future
directions of IoCT and will come up with the new concept of
Internet of Speech (IoS). Although, for having a full
interactive system speech and gestures are very important, in
this research paper, we will only focus on the speech. Hence,
the key novelty proposed in this paper is the new concept of
IoS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2
reviews the main concepts and technologies of IoCT. Section
3 reviews state-of-the-art IoCT approaches and applications
in different domains along with the domains that are likely to
drive the IoCT in the near future. Finally, we do the discussion
and come up with a new concept of IoS in Section
4. Conclusion is made in Section 5.
IOCT TECHNIQUES
Technologies that provide connectivity of IoT can be
grouped into three categories:
• Technologies that allow “Things” to acquire background
information,
• Technologies that enable the Things to process
information about the context,
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• Technologies that enable improvement of security and
privacy.
The combination of IoT technologies, such as real-time
communication and localization with the Conversational
Agent (CA) technologies allows us to transform everyday
“Things” into “Smart Objects” that can understand and react
to their environment. This transformation brings to the
concept of IoCT. The next step of defining the architectural
principles of smart objects is the use of cloud speech
recognition and speech synthesis technologies that allow
increasing the interactivity of IoCT, and raise the level of
interaction between people and smart objects.
CAs also can be grouped into several categories based on
their design and application areas. Based on design, CAs are
categorized into two groups:
• Retrieval models use predefined templates to select the
appropriate response based on the context of input. These
systems do not create any new text answers. System just
chooses the response based on the set of rules and on the
basis of recognizing lexical form of the input text that was
constructed from a fixed predefined set of rules [8].
• Generative models do not rely on predefined answers.
These models create new responses from scratch. They
are typically based on the techniques of Machine
Translation. However, instead of translating from one
language to another, they translate the input text into an
output text (response). These neural conversational
models are built with Deep Machine Learning
technologies such as Seq2Seq LSTM Neural Network [9].
Seq2seq learning uses recurrent neural networks to map
variable-length input sequences to variable-length output
sequences.
Based on the application area CAs are grouped into the
following groups:
• General CAs are designed to work in the open domain.
Social networks, such as Twitter, Facebook, etc. are
examples of open domains. A large number of topics
along with the need of CAs to have a certain amount of
knowledge of the world to create reasonable answers
make General CA construction more difficult.
• Task-oriented CAs are designed for a closed domain.
Technical support for customers or shopping assistants
are examples of the closed domain problem. CAs have the
task to accomplish a specific goal, and they need to fulfil
their specific task as efficiently as possible. Of course,
users can direct the conversation to another topic but,
unfortunately, the task-oriented CA cannot expect to
generate answers that are outside the predefined domain.
In order to generate reasonable response, CA should
analyse the linguistic and physical context of question. In
the long dialogues, it is necessary to store the previous
dialogues and follow the information that is exchanged.
Task-oriented CA usage introduces different types of
commercial applications that are enhanced with speech
processing.
There are several technologies available for creating a
general CAs. According to our research, AIML 2.0 [10] is the

one of the basic techniques used in the common Task-oriented
CA. AIML 2.0 specification meets the needs and technical
requirements of today’s pervasive computing, but keeps
AIML as simple as possible, especially for non-developers.
In this paper, based on the described specification we propose
a threelayer architecture model that is described in section 4.
RELATED WORKS
There is a lot of research in the area of IoCT in different
applications from various domains starting from
entertainment until healthcare. In this section, we will review
the state-ofthe-art approaches and innovations in this
developing area.
Recently, CAs become very popular in different social
networking systems. One of the interesting direction in the
networks is recommendation systems, where virtual agents
are able to give advice depending on the context. For
example, in [11], authors proposed new socially embedded
search engine, SearchBuddies, that automatically answers the
posted question statuses of the Facebook social network. This
engine may be able to answer the questions in the way that
would be more relevant than those provided through typical
web searches. The authors showed that these CAs are useful
approach for social and algorithmic search in social networks.
There are also many research in the direction of creating real
intelligent agent in different social networking systems (e.g.,
Facebook, Twitter) that will be able to behave as a human and
get as much followers as possible [12], [13].
Computationally intensive healthcare interventions have
been identified as one of the most powerful techniques to
reduce the consequences of the main global health challenges.
In this context, more effective interaction techniques are
required for humans to interact with the deliverables in a very
natural way. Hence, CAs are also used as a key element for
effective communication in healthcare, especially for support.
One of the nice examples of such virtual assistant is
“SimSensei kiosk” [14] developed for healthcare decision
support. It is able to engage users in 15-25 minutes interaction
to identify potential distress indicators. The results showed
that through face-to-face interaction, the user feels more
comfortable talking and sharing the needed information with
the virtual agent vs to real humans. For first aid diseases
treatment the DocBot is implemented that is shown to be more
interactive and user-friendly [15]. One of the recent
technologies is the voice-enabled elder care robot, IBM
Multi-Purpose Elder Care Robot Assistant (IBM MERA) [16],
that was developed to provide assistance to the elderly and
their caregivers. This system leverages on the speech
recognition, natural language processing, and vital signs
monitoring and gesture recognition capabilities to facilitate
more natural Humans-to-Things interactions. Next step
towards the development of this specific domain should be
the socially assistive CAs that will improve natural and
inspiring interaction.
The technologies in Home System Network (HSN) are
growing rapidly by bringing the idea of next generation smart
houses into the reality. The general model of this concept is
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based on making interconnections between all house
components via different appliances or sensors. There is
already a trend to make smart houses based on the voice
controlling model where you can speak with different objects
in your house and get some feedback [17], [18].The Amazon
Echo and Google Home, both though not fully conversational,
have also shown how the smart home experience can become
more natural and interactive through speech. GENIO, a more
believable CA for home automation, was described in the
work [19]. Here, the user can interact with their home
appliances and request services and functionalities via much
natural dialog.
IoCT is not only entered the domains such as smart
environment, healthcare or entertainment; it is also covering
domains such as transportation [20], [21], education [22],
industry [23], [24], etc. However, we are not going to review
all the domains separately in the scope of this paper. Based
on our research, we have seen that one thing which is yet
missing in all domains is the common prototype of
connectivity between Things.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND DISCUSSION
IoT is a concept that describes the wireless and wired
Things that are connected to the Internet for exchanging
information. The ability of communication and cooperation
of these Things for creating new services brings to the concept
of IoCT.
IoCT leverages the huge connectivity provided by the
ubiquitous devices to meet the demand of social,
technological, political, and economic requirements. The
IoCT ecosystem today is no longer people talking to people,
nor is it about people accessing information; rather it is about
using machines to talk to other machines on behalf of humans.
This new concept currently uses a bewildering array of
incompatible communication protocols that pose many
interaction problems with information exchange, ThingsHumans-Things communication, and cooperative event
processing among different connected entities. Our state-ofthe-art research shows the diversity of applications of IoCT
that covers different domains of our daily life. Compared to
IoT, that seems covered approximately all domains, IoCT is
yet growing and trying to bring the IoT into the new level of
connectivity. There are still several domains, such as software
engineering, infrastructure management, manufacturing, etc.
that luck Things-HumansThings communication. Even the
applications based on the CA technology yet need the
improvement in the communication methods. For example in
“Education” domain where IoCT is already studied for
several years, there is no yet the CA that has the capabilities
of virtual teacher including full interactiveness, emotions
along with gestures, etc. Therefore, there is an urgent need for
a new approach of interaction that will cover all domains and
will aim to unify several standards at the interface layer of the
IoCT architecture. Speech is inherently qualified as the
universal interface for such interactivity in the IoCT
ecosystem.

Speech is universal and ubiquitous; it is more natural,
faster and does not limit the situation of use. These
characteristics coupled with the advances in Voice
Computing (VC) that include Natural Language Processing
(NLP), speech recognition, as well as growth in artificial
intelligence, is a major indication that the future interface of
interaction in the IoCT ecosystem is speech. Embedding CAs
into different Things around us makes the interaction more
natural and effortless. The Chatbot revolution and the gradual
preference of conversational search over textual search will
further drive the deployment of a real CAs in different
domains. Integration of above-mentioned characteristics can
also facilitate dynamic knowledge interaction. Current efforts
in creating a more efficient and effective network of
connected Things should be geared towards developing
refined and capable systems that are able to interact with
people, not just by reacting to schematic request but through
dialog or conversation mainly based on the IoS concept.
In order to bring the concept of IoS to reality and convert
everyday objects to more conversational Things or “Smart
Objects” we propose three-layer architectural model (Figure.
1.). In the first layer, everyday object will be extended with
wireless Internet connection and with HTML 5 supported
browser. This extension can provide communication
functionality and connect “Smart Objects” with other levels
of the proposed architecture. In the second layer of the IoCT
architecture, we propose implementation of the web based
Task-oriented CA built with AIML 2.0 technology. This CA
will be connected with large amounts of organized knowledge
that is available on the Internet. This layer represents a
“brain” of “Smart Objects”.
The third layer introduces Cloud Speech recognition and
speech synthesis functionalities to CA, hence, bringing the
technical part of general IoS concept to reality. Cloud Speech
API-s enable easy integration of speech recognition
technologies into CA.
The proposed architectural principles of “Smart Objects”
“Things” as a part of IoCT will raise the level of not only
Humans-to-Things but also Things-to-Things interaction.
This new type of Things-Humans-Things interaction
characterizes dialogue between the participants (Humans and
“Smart Objects”Things), connected to the Internet, using a
CA technology. We strongly believe that proposed three
layers will be enough to realize the suggested concept of IoS.
However, the creation of really interactive system where all
Things will be interconnected by some type of the speech has
yet a lot of open questions. Do Things need to use the same
natural language as Humans? Maybe it will be more
productive and faster to implement Things-to-Things
interaction in a different manner than Things-to-Humans and
use the wrappers to convert these interaction methods on the
first layer. Is it possible that one type of Things learn from the
other type of Things in interactive mode? On the other hand,
is there a way to extract whole knowledge of CAs? The
possibility of extraction whole knowledge will ultimately
save the time, cost and provide an efficient way to multiply
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knowledge over the Internet. It can provide the model that
based on the machine learning techniques will be trained with
previous knowledge. Hence, the CAs will be able to learn
from each other just by posing the different type of questions
on the Internet or to Humans. The realization of the IoS
concept by answering the mentioned questions will certainly
affect the way we live and work. By applying the proposed
concept, Things that converted to the “Smart Objects” will
obtain a distinctive personality, intelligence, and decisionmaking ability. The fact, that Things can communicate with
each other and with the Humans in some general way enables
unsupervised learning and knowledge multiplying different
opportunities. In our future work, we are going to focus on
the proposed threelayer architecture by answering the posed
questions.
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